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Abstract 
 

In order to compare orthogonal encoding, five bye encoding, codon encoding (two) 
and profile encoding to find out their virtues and shortcomings, we carefully 
studied them with artificial neural network. Results indicate that profile encoding 
that preserves the redundant evolutionary information gets higher predictive 
performance. The experimental results show that combining profile encoding and 
orthogonal encoding can get highest precision of prediction. 
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1 Introduction  
 
   The continuous increase in the number of known nucleic acid and protein 
sequences during the last years has led to the development of advanced 
computational tools to search for sequence similarities in macromolecular 
databases. Qian and Sejnewski in [4] first predicted protein secondary structure 
prediction using artificial neural network, As artificial neural network has many 
merits, it becomes one of most successful methods. The topology of network and 
encode of amino acid sequence are most important factors on protein secondary 
structure prediction. The five encodes are often used: orthogonal encoding, five 
byte encoding, profile encoding and codon encoding (two). This paper focuses on 
the differences of these five kinds of encoding in protein secondary structure 
prediction accuracy as the inputs of the neural network and gets the best 
prediction accuracy in a second neural network by using two different codings.  
 
 
2 Encoding method  
 
2.1 Orthogonal encoding 

Orthogonal encoding uses 20  bits ( 1-0 binary node coding), which makes 
one bit 1 and the others 0 . Such methods may denote 20  amino acids, such as 
amino acid H  is encoded as T)00000000000010000000( . The advantage of the 
encoding is that the inner product of encoding of different amino acids is 0 .  
 
2.2 five bye encoding 
 

Theoretically, the encodings of 20  amino acids may be realized by only 5  
bits. For example, denote by 00001  amino acids A , 00010  amino acids V , 
00011  amino acid V ,…, 10100  amino acid Y , namely, the 20  amino acids 
are represented by 5 -bit binary number. 
 
2.3. Codon encoding (Basic type) 

 
Protein translation process is that three bases determine an amino acid. Four 

kinds of bases UGCA ,,,  are coded as 0001,0010,0100,1000 , respectively. 
Since amino acid A  (alanine) can have four codon translations, namely, GCA , 
GCC , GCG  andGCU , the encoding of amino acids A  is 110010010011 . In 
a similar way, the encoding of amino acid A  is 010001001001 , and so on. 
 
2.4. Codon encoding (expansion type) 
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Then extended encoding represents each base by 10  binary, hence it is 

different with basic codon encoding. Denote by 1000000000  A , 0100000000  
A , 0010000000 G , 0001000000 U , 0000100000 A or G , 0000010000  A  
or U , 0000001000  C  or G , 0000000100 C  or U , 0000000010  A , C  
or U ,  0000000001 A ,C , G  or U . Hence the encoding of amino acid A  
(alanine) is 0010000001  10100000000  0000000010 , and the encoding amino 
acid C  is 0001000000 0010000000  0000000100 . 
 
2.5. profile coding 

 
Profile encoding is thought to carry rich biological evolution information 

which is very important to improve protein secondary structure prediction 
accuracy. Profile is the relative probability of amino acids in each protein 
sequence position in the evolutionary process, which can be found in the 
HSSP Data (ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/hssp/). Table 1 gives the general 
format of Profile encoding, where SeqNo column corresponding to the the 
sequence position, AA column corresponding to the protein amino acid category, 
the behind 20  columns corresponding to the number in this position in the 
homologous protein, which means that protein the position of amino acid 
substitutions in the evolutionary process, reflecting the evolution of information. 

 
Table 1   The general format of the Profile encoding 

 
SeqNo AA V L I M F W Y G A P S T C H R K Q E N D 

1 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 55 19 0 8 0 0 0 19 0 0 

2 Y 1 2 3 0 15 2 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

3 T 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 28 32 0 4 9 1 7 8 2 0 

4 T 2 6 4 0 2 0 0 0 2 3 7 46 0 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 

5 R 12 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 0 2 33 9 3 26 0 1 

 
It needs to calculate the probability of the location of a certain amino acid profile 
encoding, such as the second amino acid Y  in the table is coded as 

 
T)0,0,0,0,01.0,01.0,0,0,0,0,0,0,75.0,02.0,15.0,03.0,02.0,01.0(  

 
 

3 Predict the protein secondary structure by neural network  
 

3.1 elaborating structure prediction from the information theory 
Protein secondary structure prediction research is to judge the category of  
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secondary structure of each residue on the peptide chain. Recall that amino acids 
have 20  kinds and secondary structure categories have 3  kinds. From the point 
of view of computing and information theory, the protein secondary structure 
prediction means to reduce the amount of information: 20  kinds of amino acid 
chain may only use 3  secondary structure categories. The input of the algorithm 
contains a lot of information in sequence data, but the output may be a simple 
number, among which the simplest case is the output choice between "yes" and 
"No". For example, weather a amino acid residue belongs to the secondary 
structure of the C -curl class. In this case, the maximal information entropy of the 
output is a bit, because in nature about 50  amino acid belongs to the C-curl class 
conformation (see [3]), that is, the uncertainty of the output in this case is the 
biggest. The nature of the classification and prediction are both to reduce 
information, so adding additional sequence data may be little correlation value of 
the protein primary structure and secondary structure, predicted after the judge to 
give up more information, but will also increase the network computing burden. It 
is predicted that the sequence coding is particularly important, and there are two 
factors to consider in a good coding in conjunction with the actual trade-offs: 1. 
Encoded data with full multi-level structure and secondary structure associated 
with the amount of information; 2. encoding should simplify the calculation of the 
neural network as much as possible. 

 
3.2 predicts protein secondary structure using classification neural network 

 
As a comparison of five kinds of amino acids encoding a two-level BP neural 

network evaluation system. The first-level network uses the sliding window to 
input the encoded protein sequence, each time forecasting the structure of the 
residues placed in the middle of the window, and then slides back to the next 
position to forecast the next residue acid secondary structure. Some writer think 
that the window length 13  is best (see [2]), so we select 13  as all the window 
length. If the number of bits of an amino acid encoding is n , then a network 
input layer neuron number is n13 . The hidden layer neuron number is set to 26 . 
Output in the middle of the window is the secondary structure of the residues. 
And then secondary structure of H  is coded as 001 , E  as 010 , C  as 100 . 
They are input of the two neural networks. Second-level network in accordance 
with the length of the 13  window input, output the secondary structure at the 
middle position. First-level network is sequence to structure, otherwise 
second-level network is structure to structure, which correct results in the 
first-level network such as HHHHHCHH changing to HHHHHHHH . In fact, 
second-level network is only to get a answer with practical length. In order to 
make the higher prediction accuracy, but also to deepen the comparison of a 
variety of encoding, this paper put forward by adding an input component in the 
secondary network of protein coding sequence, structure, as shown below: 
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So that two networks with a network has the same sequence to the structure 

of training, and such protein sequences, respectively, after two coded as a network 
and a two input, two encoding the choice has an important effect on prediction 
accuracy. So that second-level networks has the same training of sequence to the 
structure as first-level network, then protein sequences are encoded twice, 
respectively, as first-level network and second-network inputs, the choice of the 
two encoding has an important effect on prediction accuracy. There are two 
sequences coding for the neural network model and in order to distinguish them 
this article will call twice coding network and the former network is called a 
coding network. 

 
 

4 Instance data and analysis  
 

Training set and testing set use the five different kinds of encoding above as 
the input of the neural network. The experimental results were analyzed after 
training. experimental measures forecast accuracy by protein secondary structure 
prediction accuracy. The single accurate rate of the tri-state ),,( CEH  calculated 
as: 

( )Q , , ,i
i

i

q i C
n

H E= =　　  

Where iQ  denotes secondary structure prediction accuracy of i th class, iq  
the number of residues accurately predict of i th class, in  the total number of 
residues of i th class. The final prediction accuracy refers to the overall prediction 
accuracy rate: 

3
( )Q H E wq q q

N
+ +

=  

where N represents the total number of protein residues. 

 
4.1 Data Sets 

 
Results and previous protein secondary structure prediction using neural 

network, using a sample of 36  non-homologous protein in [7] as a data set, 
azu1 , bbp1 , cbh1 , 51cc , cdt1 , crn1 , cse1 , eca1 , 21 fc , 11 fd , 01ow , pyp1 , 
091r , tgs1 , aat2 , ccy2 , gbp2 , hmz2 , mev2 , mhu2 , rsp2 , stw2 , tgp2 ,  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1  secondary coding figured diagram 
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utg2 , wrq2 , ebx3 , hmg3 , rnt3 , cpv4 , 25er , dh51 , acn6 , cpp6 , hir6 , 
rsa7 , wga9 . As profile encoding involves the information based on protein 

evolution, so I choose the HSSP  database as the data source of the sample 
structure information. Samples focus on the number of residues 6868 , CEH ,, , 
the proportion of 49,22,28 , respectively. In order to facilitate training, the 
training set is divided into six groups, each residue number is 1148 . 

 
4.2 the first coding web results and analysis 

 
Profile encoding, orthogonal encoding, five bits coding and codon encoding 

(two) five kinds of encoding database to download the sample protein sequence is 
encoded as a coded network input, after learning of a network and two network 
refining, the final output of the network results in the following table. 

 
 

Table 2  laboratory result on first-level coding web 

coding 
index 

Q3(%) QH(%) QE(%) QC(%) 

Profile 68.54 60.13 46.25 75.41 

orthogonal 

encoding 
58.77 51.35 44.67 66.84 

five bye 

enconding  
50.12 39.25 36.37 58.14 

Codon encoding 

(basic) 
48.26 40.33 35.19 56.12 

Codon encoding 

(expansion ) 
47.71 39.66 34.15 55.79 

 
It can be clearly seen from the above table that the highest profile encoding 

prediction accuracy is obtained by Profile encoding of the information rich in 
biological evolution although this encoding is more complex, but it contains a  
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sufficient number of primary structure and secondary structure associated with the 
amount of information. Orthogonal encoding and 5  bits encoding contains the 
same biological information, but the orthogonal encoding is higher than the 5 bits 
coding prediction accuracy. Analysis may be any two amino acids using 
orthogonal coding vector inner product is 0 , indicating that the coding related to 
algebra, are unable to increase the degree of nonlinearity between any monomer 
neural network the last one hidden layer to output layer outputs pass the input 
information should be linearly separable, orthogonal encoding method appropriate 
to reduce the Recognition and Classification of the difficulty of the neural 
network. 5 -bit code in order to reduce the number of bits encoded number of 
encoded bits of the two value nodes down to the lowest five, the consequences of 
doing so led to the inner product of any two amino acid coding is not 0, an 
increase of non-linearity and the difficulty of identification of the network. From 
the experimental results [7] predict the codon encoding the prediction results, 
analyze the causes codon encoding many additional data, these data contained in 
the protein sequence and structure information associated less, and not the 
evolutionary information on secondary structure prediction value as the neural 
network but also to give up more information that classification, to increase the 
computational burden of the network, which can understand the often add 
additional data and can not produce better the prediction accuracy. 
 

 
4.3 twice coding network results and analysis 

 
 
Analyzed results from the first coding of the network profile encoding and 

orthogonal encoding is the most efficient encoding of the neural network 
prediction of protein secondary structure. These two encoding methods have both 
advantages and disadvantages: orthogonal encoding is clear and concise, 
including less information of biological evolution. Although the profile contains 
large information of the evolution, the complexity of encoding greatly increased 
the degree of nonlinearity of the neural network and computational. If the two 
encoding could be combined, it might obtain the best prediction results. 
According to this line of thought in the two coding network, this paper conducted 
three tests. One uses profile two protein sequences encoding, respectively, as a 
secondary network input. The second orthogonal encoding to protein sequences 
encoded two separate input as a secondary network. Third profile encoding 
sequence as a network input, orthogonal coding sequence as the input of the 
secondary network. 
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Table 3  laboratory result on two-level coding web 

coding result 

 Q3(%) QH(%) QE(%) QC(%) 

profile - - - - 

orthogonal 

encoding 
58.73 51.32 44.69 66.73 

Profile and  

orthogonal 

encoding 

71.03 66.09 47.21 77.45 

 
The first test result is the convergence ineffective (pictured), and ahead of the 

end of the training has not been a reasonable prediction accuracy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The second prediction accuracy is %73.58 , which has no difference with the 

orthogonal encoding results. The third prediction accuracy is the highest, of  
%0371、 . The reasons is because twice the encoded network is a more complex 

network, especially in the secondary network has two input component and the 
value of the profile, coding is a continuous value between 10，, if the two network  

 

Figure 2  two convergence graphs us profil encoding 
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profile encoding is bound to cause the two nonlinear network complexity and 
difficulty of identification, enabling network convergence ineffective. Also failed 
to improve the accuracy of the two orthogonal encoding, the reason is biological 
orthogonal encoding contains much information, even if the two coding to explore 
the knowledge of which is not much predictive value. The third is that the results 
are the most reasonable: First, a network profile encoding, which contains a 
greater amount of evolutionary information in predicting the secondary structure 
of great value. Second, the two networks using orthogonal coding sequence, the 
two networks can be tapped to the relationship between the sequence and structure, 
while the orthogonal encoding is 10， binary node encoding, any inner product 
between the two codes 0 , can simplify the complexity of network nonlinear, 
neural network more vulnerable to convergence. 
 
 
5 Conclusion  
 

In this paper, BP neural network of five kinds of protein encoding 
comparative analysis of the predictive accuracy obtained profile encoding and 
orthogonal encoding are two of the most effective encoding of the two encoding 
combined with the use of predictions best. 5  coding reduces the number of bits, 
but increases the degree of nonlinearity of the neural network. By adding 
additional data to the codon encoding, but it contains a sequence and secondary 
structure associated with much information, but makes the neural network to 
predict when to discard more data, whose forecast is not good. Different coding 
scheme will definitely have a influence on the complexity, the degree of difficulty 
of the neural network structure and learning impact of the input window of the 
space [3]. It needs a comprehensive consideration of various factors in selecting 
the encoding. This article will consider in the follow-up study starting from the 
chemical properties of the amino acid coding [7]. The references showed that the 
protein can be the greatest degree of maintaining their folded structure which will 
make the number of protein amino acid 20  reduced to 5  amino acids each 
representative of a class chemical properties, and such a sequence encoding will 
be a reasonable simplification. In short, the different ways of encoding will have a 
definite impact on the degree of difficulty of the secondary structure of the neural 
network recognition according to the actual situation combined with the 
advantages and disadvantages of the various encoding. 
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